A multiscale algorithm with complexity O(N) (where N is the number of pixels in one image) using wavelet filters is proposed to estimate dense optical flow from two frames. Hierarchical image representation by wavelet decomposition is integrated with differential techniques in a new multiscale framework. It is shown that if a compactly supported wavelet basis with one vanishing moment is carefully selected, hierarchical image, first-order derivative, and corner representations can be obtained from the wavelet decomposition. On the basis of this result, three of the four components of the wavelet decomposition are employed to estimate dense optical flow with use of only two frames. This overcomes the ''flattening-out'' problem in traditional pyramid methods, which produce large errors when low-texture regions become flat at coarse levels as a result of blurring. A two-dimensional affine motion model is used to formulate the optical flow problem as a linear system, with all resolutions simultaneously (i.e., coarse-and-fine) rather than the traditional coarse-to-fine approach, which unavoidably propagates errors from the coarse level. This not only helps to improve the accuracy but also makes the hardware implementation of our algorithm simple. Experiments on different types of image sequences, together with quantitative and qualitative comparisons with several other optical flow methods, are given to demonstrate the effectiveness and the robustness of our algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Research on optical flow, a concept originated by Gibson, 1 has progressed for more than 30 years. Accurate optical flow estimation is critical to many central applications in computer vision, 2 such as structure from motion, 3 motion detection, 4 locating the focus of expansion, 5 guiding an observer's heading direction, 6 segmenting independently moving objects, 7 extracting boundaries, 8 and analyzing medical video. 9 Psychophysical experiments on human subjects reveal that the first stage of processing in the human visual system is estimation of the motion field. 10, 11 Many methods of flow estimation have been proposed in the literature. Barron et al. 12 gave an empirical comparison of optical flow estimation techniques up to 1994. The methods were roughly divided into four categories:
1. Differential techniques. This approach is essentially based on the constant-intensity constraint. It computes the optical flow from spatiotemporal derivatives of the image intensity or after (low-pass, bandpass, etc.) filtering. Sobey and Srinivasan 13, 14 extended it to a generalized gradient scheme using six different spatiotemporal filters in parallel derived from two linearly independent spatiotemporal kernels. The accuracy of the result depends heavily on accurate estimation of the derivatives. This requires the image intensity to be differentiable. In the case of two frames, it means highly oversampled images or nearly linear intensity structure, which is not always practical.
2. Region-based matching. This is regarded as a natural alternative to optical flow estimation 12 when the image sequence is not differentiable as a result of noise, small numbers of available frames, or undersampling (aliasing). The optical flow u ϭ (u x , u y ) is defined as a shift that maximizes a similarity measure between image regions at different times.
3. Energy-based methods. This approach computes optical flow in the frequency domain by using velocitytuned filters. The optical flow is determined by fitting the spatiotemporal motion energy to a plane in frequency space. It can be shown that some of the energy-based methods are equivalent to correlation-based methods and to certain gradient-based methods. 12 4. Phase-based techniques. This approach regards the optical flow as the phase change in spatiotemporal filter outputs. Although phase analysis is claimed to be more stable than its amplitude counterpart, it can also be unstable when phase singularities occur. Multiframe techniques usually require the image sequence to be differentiable along the temporal axis and thus require either oversampling or large temporal support. Such techniques have been proposed to improve the accuracy of optical flow estimation, but relatively few methods have been proposed to handle situations where large numbers of consecutive frames are unavailable or the image sequences are undersampled. These situations are common in many applications. For instance, in real-time on-road commercial vehicle applications, optical flow needs to be quickly estimated as soon as a few (two or three) image frames are available to control an automatic driving system before it is too late; in many surveillance systems, camera sampling rates are low (15 frames/s or lower); and many other real-time systems do not have enough computing power or memory to process large numbers of frames in real time (e.g., real-time video stabilizers). Our method provides an inexpensive way to estimate optical flow with reasonably good accuracy.
Multiscale optical flow estimation was introduced by Weber and Malik. 33 This method requires selecting a set of filters. Convolving images with many filters is relatively computationally expensive. In addition, these filters need to be chosen so that they are compatible with each other. To avoid these problems, a wavelet technique is a good candidate. Mendelsohn et al. 34 also proposed a multiscale coarse-to-fine method under the assumption of smooth inverse depth map instead of smooth flow field. They formulated the optical flow problem in a very different style involving a projection image system model.
Using wavelets for optical flow estimation is no longer very new (e.g., Refs. 18 and 20-22) . Most previous work exploits the approximation capability of wavelets and uses them as basis functions, or exploits the phase rather than spatial information. Some of these methods require large temporal support (a long image sequence) to achieve reasonably good accuracy, or they suffer from relatively low accuracy. We use wavelets in a very different way; our approach takes advantage of the wavelet filter property and requires only two frames. We propose a lowcomplexity algorithm ͓O(N)͔ that not only is able to estimate reasonably accurate optical flow but is also suitable for hardware implementation.
BASIC IDEA
A. Problem Formulation Recent research [12] [13] [14] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] shows that differential techniques seem more accurate in optical flow estimation. These techniques are based on the well-known constantintensity assumption or its extended versions. The assumption is that given an image sequence I(x, t), the intensity changes only because of the motion of the scene, the camera, or both, i.e.,
where x ϭ (x, y) is position in the image and v ϭ (u, v) is optical flow. The differential version of this assumption-the gradient constraint equation-can be expressed as To handle the aperture problem, a locally constant motion assumption is widely used. Recent studies (e.g., Refs. 27 and 36) show that an affine motion model is more accurate because its elementary flow fields include more types of motion, such as translation, rotation, dilation, divergence, shear, and stretch. In our algorithm, we assume that the local optical flow u ϭ (u, v) satisfies the following affine model:
Therefore six pixels in the neighborhood can uniquely define the local optical flow. More pixels define an overdetermined linear system p.
To handle the aliasing problem, smoothing is widely used. For spatial differentiation, since large support is always available, accurate estimates are relatively easy to obtain (e.g., by smoothing using a series-designed firstorder derivative with large support 36 ). Time aliasing is trickier to handle. When more than two consecutive frames are available, more methods can be applied, such as using a differentiation filter with more-than-two-frame support, using a more accurate statistical error model to solve the linear system (e.g., total least squares, extended least squares 30 ), or using basis functions to approximate the image sequence and then resampling. If only two frames are available, a multiscale approach is desirable. At the coarse level, time aliasing is alleviated for velocities less than 1 pixel/frame.
The traditional multi-scale pyramid has a so-called ''flattening-out'' problem, which produces high errors when low-texture regions become flat at coarse levels as a result of excessive blurring. Though appropriate lowpass filtering generally improves the numerical differentiation, the excessive blurring wipes out the intensity changes and thus causes large errors in numerical differentiation, which eventually leads to poor optical flow estimation in both space and time. As an example, Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show one frame of the Yosemite sequence and its coarse scale after traditional Gaussian smoothing and dyadic downsampling at level 2. The former flattens out the details and gives rise to a large homogeneous area, where optical flow is hard to detect.
B. Motivation for Using Wavelets
There are several motivations for using wavelets:
• The wavelet transform has a built-in multiscale structure.
• The wavelet transform has superior spatial resolution as well as frequency resolution, 37, 38 which overcomes the flattening-out problem.
• The wavelet transform separates point noise from useful signal, so that noise removal is automatically performed, to some degree, during the wavelet decomposition at each scale level.
• The biorthogonal/orthogonal and compactly supported wavelet decomposition has a fast algorithm ͓O(N)͔.
Figure 1(c) shows the approximation channel of the wavelet decomposition using biorthogonal spline wavelets (''bior1.3'') at level 2. Compared with the result of traditional Gaussian smoothing and downsampling, it preserves much more detail, with point noise separated into the diagonal channel (details are in Section 3).
Previously proposed multiscale approaches (e.g., Refs. 18 and 22) usually estimate the optical flow in a coarseto-fine manner; i.e., the optical flow is first estimated at a coarse level, where time aliasing is assumed to be small, and then the result is propagated to finer levels as initial guesses. One shortcoming of this approach is that errors at the coarse level, which can be large at some pixels because of the lack of information at the coarse level, are also propagated to the finer levels. Though this can be compensated to some degree by projecting the results at the finer levels back to the coarse level and doing some adjustments, this usually results in slow or even nonconverging iteration.
Our multiscale approach is coarse-and-fine rather than coarse-to-fine; it estimates the optical flow at different scales simultaneously to avoid error propagation. Another alternative to coarse-to-fine was proposed by Weber and Malik, 33 where the estimate was first formed at each scale and then valid estimates were combined to yield final estimates.
Before discussing our method in detail, we will give a brief review of the wavelet transform and an important derivation.
HIERARCHICAL FIRST-ORDER DERIVATIVES BY WAVELET DECOMPOSITION
For the sake of clarity and simplicity, the derivation here is based on one-dimensional (1-D) continuous wavelets. The results can be easily extended to higher-dimensional discrete wavelet transforms (DWTs).
Consider the definition of the wavelet transformation:
where ( • ) stands for the complex conjugate and (•) L 2 (R) is compactly supported and satisfies the admissibility condition:
It can be proved 37 that the admissibility condition can be satisfied only if
Define
Furthermore, define h a 1 (t) as follows:
Recalling that (•) is compactly supported, we have
For the wavelet function with n vanishing moments, repeatedly using Eq. (9), we get
Thus, for the wavelet function (x) L 2 (R) with n vanishing moments, we define a function (11) where c is a constant, so that
Equations (5) and (6) guarantee that h(t) also satisfies
We call a function that satisfies Eqs. (12) and (13) a smoothing function.
In the case of a real signal, we have
That is, the wavelet transform obtained by using the compactly supported wavelet function (x) L 2 (R) with n vanishing moments can be regarded as the nth derivative of the signal after a scaled smoothing operation is performed. When n ϭ 1, we get the hierarchical first derivatives that we need.
In the discrete case, the coefficients of the wavelet expansion of a signal constitute the DWT. 37 The above result holds for the DWT if we replace integration with summation and differentiation with differencing. The 1-D DWT can be easily extended to two-dimensional by tensor product 37 :
where a (x, y) is the two-dimensional (2-D) scaling function and h,v,d (x, y) are the corresponding 2-D wavelets. Applying these functions (whose compactly supported wavelet base has n vanishing moments) to a 2-D signal, we get four channels of decomposed signals:
• Channel a: the approximation channel, a coarsescale version of the original signal.
• Channels h and v: the horizontal and vertical channels, which are the nth derivatives (when using a compactly supported wavelet base with n vanishing moments) of the original signal in the two orientations after a smoothing operation. These two channels can be combined to get nth-derivative vectors.
• Channel d: the diagonal channel, which includes nth ''corners'' in the original signal.
These operations can be applied to channel a recursively to get a hierarchical signal representation (see Fig. 2 ).
The above derivation gives an important result: If we carefully select a compactly supported wavelet base with one vanishing moment, e.g., ''Haar'' wavelets, we get a hierarchical signal and its first-order derivatives from the wavelet decomposition. The superior frequency and spatial resolutions of the wavelet transform 37, 38 guarantee that details are largely preserved at the coarse level, so that the first-order derivatives at each scale are accurate. Thus we obtain the hierarchical gradient constraint equations (2) without a serious flattening-out problem. Here the hierarchical time derivatives (I t 's), which have less time aliasing at the coarse level, can be easily calculated by taking first-order forward differences at each scale.
COARSE-AND-FINE OPTICAL FLOW ESTIMATION
Our method is formulated in a coarse-and-fine manner to avoid the error propagation problem in the traditional coarse-to-fine approach. Let the superscript (e.g., l) denote the level number (the original image is at level l ϭ 0), the first subscript (e.g., x, y, and t) denote the direction of the first-order derivative or wavelet decomposition channel (e.g., a, h, v, and d), and the second subscript (e.g., k) denote the frame number. For example, I x͓ y͔͓t͔,k l is the first-order derivative of the kth frame image intensity in the x͓ y͔͓t͔ direction at scale level l, I a,k is the approximation channel of the kth frame, and I d,k is the diagonal channel of the kth frame. The wavelet filter unit is designed as in Fig. 3 . The symbol ''2↓'' denotes dyadic downsampling. By selecting the compactly supported wavelet basis with one vanishing moment, we can get the hierarchical gradient constraint equations (Fig. 4) with accurate first-order derivatives at each level.
Because of the dyadic downsampling during the wavelet decomposition, 1 pixel at the coarse level represents 2 ϫ 2 pixels at the next-finer level. Thus the optical flow of the pixel at the coarse level is half of the average of the optical flows of the 2 ϫ 2 pixels at the finer level. In general, 1 pixel at the coarsest level represents 2
LϪl ϫ 2
LϪl pixels at levels l ϭ 0, 1,..., L, where L is the maximum degree of wavelet decomposition. Instead of estimating the optical flow at the coarsest level and then propagating the result to the finer level, our method estimates the optical flow at all scale levels simultaneously.
Mathematically, in the m ϫ n neighborhood S of the pixel (x i , y i ) in the original image, Eqs. (3) can be rewritten as 
where (x i , y i ) S, i ϭ 1, 2,..., M, and M ϭ m ϫ n. At level l, m ϭ n ϭ 2 LϪl . Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (2), we have
where
Let D(•) be the dyadic downsampling function and W be the averaging operator. Recalling that the superscript l denotes the level number, we have the hierarchical gradient constraint functions
Here X l and Y l are iteratively defined by
Therefore each pixel at level l corresponds to 2 ϫ 2 pixels at level l Ϫ 1. For L degrees of wavelet decomposition, this corresponds to 2 L ϫ 2 L pixels in the original images. Their affine parameters can be estimated by the following linear equations, integrating the gradient constraint at all scale levels:
When the wavelet basis is symmetric, the alignment of levels is trivial. Once the affine model parameter p is computed by solving Eq. (24) in the sense of least squares, the optical flow of the central 2 ϫ 2 pixels of the 2 L ϫ 2 L neighborhood in the original image can be estimated by using Eqs. (3). This is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

A. Algorithm
The algorithm for fast optical flow estimation is summarized below (the framework of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5 ): The following two steps need to be precomputed only once, and the results are stored for future use:
..,L, from Eq. (17).
•
3. Decompose the two consecutive image frames I 1 , I 2 , by using some compactly supported wavelet basis with 
B. Algorithm Complexity
The value of the maximum number of wavelet levels L is determined by both the motion model and the maximum optical flow magnitude. On the one hand, linear system (24) has (4 Lϩ1 Ϫ 1)/3 equations and six unknowns; this requires (4 Lϩ1 Ϫ 1)/3 у 6⇒L у 2. On the other hand, if the maximum optical flow magnitude V max can be estimated, it can help to determine the upper bound of L. At level
the optical flow is already less than 1 pixel/frame (and thus has less time aliasing). Usually L р 5; too deep a decomposition causes the coarsest level to contain too little useful information. Assume that one frame has N pixels. It is then obvious from the wavelet transform structure that the complexity is O(N). The following is the algorithm efficiency in terms of flops per pixel, assuming that the standard normal-equations method 39 is used to give the leastsquares solution for the linear system:
where D is the length of the wavelet filters. Table 1 lists the algorithm efficiency for the compactly supported biorthogonal spline wavelet filters bior1.3, whose filter length is D ϭ 6. As a comparison, the performance of Magarey and Kingsburg's efficient algorithm 20 is also given. It can be observed that most of the flops are consumed by solving the linear equations. 
EXPERIMENTS
Compactly supported biorthogonal spline wavelet filters of order N r ϭ 1 and N d ϭ 3 (denoted by bior1.3) were used throughout the experiments because they have one vanishing moment and are symmetric (so that the shift problem is avoided):
Unless stated otherwise, all images were spatially In the computation of errors, pixels out of the filter support were not counted, since derivatives at such pixels were not accurate anyway.
A. Synthetic Image Sequences
Three synthetic image sequences were used to test our algorithm quantitatively and compare it with other optical flow techniques:
• Translating Tree [ Fig. 6(1) ]. This sequence simulates translational camera motion along the X axis parallel to a textured planar surface. The velocities are between 1.73 and 2.26 pixels/frame.
• Diverging Tree [ Fig. 6(2) ]. This sequence simulates a synthetic camera moving toward a planar image of a tree. The speeds range from 0 in the middle (at the focus of expansion) to 1.4 pixels/frame on the left and 2.0 pixels/ frame on the right.
• Yosemite [ Fig. 6(3) ]. This is a more complex test sequence with a wide range of velocities, occluding edges, and severe aliasing in the lower portions of the images. The clouds translate to the right at a speed of 2 pixels/ frame with illumination changes. The advantage of using the angular error is discussed in Ref. 12 .
Results are shown in Fig. 6 . The ground-truth flow and the error distribution are also shown. It can be observed that errors mainly occur on the boundary of the scene. For the Yosemite sequence, errors also occur where the illumination changes (the cloud area) and the flow has large discontinuities. Error statistics, including mean and standard deviation, are listed in Tables 2-4 . For comparison, results from other two-frame methods in Refs. 12 and 22 are given. Some multiframe dense optical flow results in Refs. 12 and 27 are also given.
In general, our flow estimates are accurate and have high density. For these image sequences, our algorithm outperforms most two-frame techniques listed (except Singh's method for the Translating Tree sequence), and even some of the multiframe methods in Refs. 12 and 27 for the Diverging Tree and Yosemite sequences, as regards both flow accuracy and density. For  comparison  with  other  optical  flow  techniques, 12, 18, 22, 24, 27 four widely used image sequences were selected to test our algorithm:
B. Real Image Sequences
• SRI Trees (translation dominated); see Fig. 7 (1). In this sequence, the camera translates parallel to the ground plane. This sequence is very challenging because of poor resolution, considerable occlusion, and low contrast. 12 The maximum velocity is approximately 2 pixels/frame.
• NASA (dilation dominated); see Fig. 7 (2). This sequence was obtained by moving the camera along the line of sight toward the cola can near the center of the image.
• Rubik Cube (rotation dominated); see Fig. 7(3) . The Rubik cube is rotating counterclockwise on a turntable.
• Hamburg Taxi (translation and rotation); see Fig.  7(4) . There are three obvious objects moving independently: the taxi turning at the corner, a car at the lower left driving from left to right, and a van at the lower right driving from right to left.
As a comparison, we show flow results for both our algorithm and the Anandan algorithm. 12 The Anandan algorithm is a two-frame Laplacian pyramid and a coarse-tofine sum-of-squared-difference-based method, while our algorithm is a two-frame wavelet pyramid and coarseand-fine differentiation-based approach.
The overall results obtained from our algorithm are very reasonable and appear to be much more accurate than the results of the two-frame techniques in Ref. 12 and other recently published papers (e.g., Ref. 22) . Even compared with the multiframe techniques in Ref. 12 and some other recently published papers (e.g., Refs. 18, 24, and 27), our results appear to be better or at least no worse. Even in sequences with very large rotation, dilation, and shadow, our algorithm still produces very reasonable optical flow estimates.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a wavelet decomposition approach to compute multiscale optical flow by using only two image frames. Our algorithm is based on the fact that if a compactly supported wavelet basis with one vanishing moment is carefully selected, we can get hierarchical images, first-order derivatives, and corners from the wavelet decomposition. With the superior space as well as frequency resolution of the wavelet filters, the ''flatteningout'' problem is well handled. The differential technique is thus formulated in a hierarchical framework with an affine model. The aperture and time-aliasing problems are circumvented in the multiscale hierarchy. Optical flow is estimated in a coarse-and-fine manner, which overcomes the error propagation problem in the traditional coarse-to-fine method. Experiments demonstrate that our algorithm is accurate and robust. The two-frame estimate and the relatively low computational complexity of our algorithm could be exploited for real-time accurate optical flow estimation.
